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Mission Statement
The Mission of Absence is the annual publication of a high-quality literary and arts magazine 
for the Penn State Greater Allegheny community. The magazine’s goal is to provide all full- and 
part-time PSUGA students, faculty, staff, and alumni with a shared venue for their creative 
endeavors, and to generate interest in the arts in the Greater Allegheny community. The maga-
zine also provides students the professional opportunity to prepare for careers in publishing 
and document design.

;;;

Submission Guidelines & Editorial Policies
Eligibility for publication in Absence is open to all full- and part-time students, faculty, staff, 
and alumni of Penn State Greater Allegheny. Original poetry, fiction, non-fiction & creative 
non-fiction, visual arts, and photography will be accepted for consideration by the student 
editors. Previously published works will not be considered. Upon publication, all rights revert 
to authors; however, Absence reserves the right to republish all materials electronically and 
to use materials published in the magazine to fund its publication. A blind-review process is 
employed to ensure that all submissions are judged solely on artistic merit. A maximum of 
10 submissions per volume can be made to the senior faculty advisor, who removes all bio-
graphical information before turning them over to the student editorial staff for review. The 
preferred means of submission is by email attachment; send to: <ctm10@psu.edu>. Final 
publication prerogative rests solely with the Editor-in-Chief.

;;;

Submission Deadline for
Publication in Spring, 2010 (vol. 12) is

8 February 2010
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Note From the Editor
 “For believe me: the secret for harvesting from existence the greatest fruitfulness and the 
greatest enjoyment is—to live dangerously! Build your cities on the slopes of Vesuvius! Send your 
ships into uncharted seas! Live at war with your peers and yourselves!” 
 The iconoclastic Friedrich Nietzsche wrote these daring words metaphorically: he did not 
want others to literally build their cities on a volcano or to quarrel but, rather, he spoke of a psy-
chological war inside each of us, a will to power lying at the core of every being. Living dangerously, 
for Nietzsche, demands actively engaging the world in a way that reflects the inner self; it requires 
a dynamic lifestyle that overcomes apathy and mediocrity; it commands passionate individualism. 
In this framework, the task of existing as a being in the world becomes a type of creativity or art-
work.
 Absence 2009 is a literary and art magazine that showcases Nietzsche’s philosophy through 
select artists. Here, members of the Penn State Greater Allegheny Community epitomize individu-
alism through literary and visual self-expression. Each piece of art in this magazine offers insight 
into a life, a view of a soul. 
 Nevertheless, I invite you to explore the wide array of works presented in the magazine, 
and I challenge you to learn from the contributors by recognizing the artist in yourself. Treat your 
future life as an empty canvas, a malleable piece of clay, a blank sheet of music. Create the passion-
ate, fulfilling life you deserve. Live dangerously. 
 I would like to extend my profound thanks to the many that helped produce Absence 
2009:
 To the individuals who submitted works to be reviewed: a literary and art magazine can 
only reflect the work submitted. I thank you for the courage to enter artwork and your creative 
spirit.
 To the staff of Absence for the time, patience, and effort they have dedicated to the difficult 
but enjoyable process of publishing the magazine; your hard work and dedication has produced 
another outstanding edition of Absence. I would like to offer a special thanks to the managing edi-
tors, Shyla Kachmarek and Julie Mathew as well; your assiduity, dependability, and cooperation 
have helped in the most stressful times of production. Both of you were indispensable factors  in 
constructing the magazine. 
 Lastly, I would like thank Professor Lori Hepner and Dr. Cliff Manlove for their continual 
support and encouragement with the production of Absence. Professor Hepner: your technical 
knowledge and creative insight have assisted in the evolution of the magazine within recent years. 
You are a true artist. Thank you for your contributions. Dr. Cliff Manlove: your leadership and 
guidance have allowed Absence—and myself—to flourish. I see you as a professor, a mentor, and 
more importantly, a friend. I sincerely thank you for the opportunity to participate in Absence and 
I hope that it grows stronger with the passing of time. 

 —Keith Donnelly, Editor-In-Chief 
Absence 2009;11
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A Foreign City At Night
Bianca Hooper
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The Star-Watcher
Second Place, The Chancellor’s Prize For Literary Art

Alyssa Fine

I learned to be a watcher of the stars
On quiet nights, high up on our tall hill,
Above the noise and bustle of loud cars,
Where no sound penetrates, and all is still.

So whether lying in the grass to watch
The sky, with all its panoramic view-
(The shooting stars felt close enough to catch.
I loved to spend those quiet times with you.)

Or much less glorious in circumstance:
I lean against the car in our driveway.
With bags in hand, I happen up to glance
The million-billion stars dance far away.

An amateur star-watcher, such am I,
To take delight from what lies in the sky.
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Remember Them
Second Place, The Chancellor’s Prize For Visual Art

Stephen Borsch
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Fee
Winner, Staff Choice For Literary Art

Shaina Ott

 I can feel her, the sprite on my shoulder. I speak with her from time to time. She visits 
when I am lonely. We talk of the next life and of her knowledge in a world to come. She is beauti-
ful, a petite creature with hair of star drops and satin skin. Her eyes scintillate as she laughs, light 
and graceful; when she cries, they bleed iridescence.
 We enjoy our meetings, primarily in solitude. Others do not see her, so they fear her. I call 
her Fee. She accepts it, although she will not tell me her real name. I feel she is my only true friend; 
when she leaves, I become despondent. I have hopeful disposition though; she always returns. We 
enjoy speaking under moonlight, in the garden, when the house is quiet. In these moments, only 
the ethereal blanket above listens. She told me that I will see her world someday.
 My sister has been speaking strangely. She speaks of “Fee,” her “friend” from another 
world. It worries me. She sneaks out at night to the garden and talks to herself and, the next 
day, carries on about another world and a life after death…
 Then the depression hits. 
 She isolates herself, crying constantly. She will not eat nor sleep until this “friend” re-
turns. She will not speak to us. She sits at the dinner table talking to an unseen ghost. I have 
become afraid for her health. They have kicked her out of school and we are forced to home 
school her, but she will not listen to reason. All former friends have vanished. She used to be 
so pretty, so popular…
 They do not understand. They continue to attempt to fill my brain with useless nonsense. 
Fee is the only one I learn from; what she says matters. She tells me secrets and wise words that no 
one knows. She said that if I speak of what she has told me, she will make me forget her and all 
she taught. I could never grasp the loss. She is my only companion.
 The insanity began after our mother died. I feel that the stress and sorrow are too 
much for her, so her mind creates this “Fee” creature. She disregarded her friends at school 
and would sit alone at lunch. I would watch across the room as she sketched fantastical im-
ages and unimaginable lands in her notebook. I fear for her. I hear father talk during the 
night of sending her away. She has met with psychologists, but none of them seem to help.
 Tomorrow I am to meet with Miss Jill, the woman who talks with me about Fee. I feel 
she is the only one who understands, maybe even believe me. Sometimes Fee attends these meetings 
with me, but she does not trust her, or my sister. She thinks that both are mocking us, trying to tear 
us apart. Her eyes become dense with blood when she talks of it. She wants me to run away, to
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meet her in her universe. I will see what Miss Jill says tomorrow.
 Sister became violent today. I heard Jill caterwauling as she attempted to shatter her 
small frame. They have taken her from me.
 I am alone with Fee; we were taken from home after the incident. I cannot recall exactly 
what happened, but Fee became angry when Miss Jill would not allow us to run away together, 
and so I became enraged as well. I felt my hands around her neck as Fee’s commands rang in my 
ears. Father ran in and struggled to release her from my entrapment. I was locked in the room un-
til men came for me. Now I am here, alone with my little friend. She says that tomorrow we shall 
finally be together in her world.
 My sister is in an institution somewhere. They will not say, yet. I wish I had listened 
to her; perhaps I could gain some information. Tomorrow we meet with her, in her pied-a-
terre. Maybe, if I truly listen to her, this demon will go away. Maybe, all she needs is compas-
sion. She would not be like this if mother was still around. This entity did not haunt us with 
her here. She was our glimmer of hope in dark times; when we had no money or victuals. 
Perhaps sister will remember her if I bring her the locket she gave to us as infants.
 I awoke this morning, as if I were still dreaming. A whole new world was spread before 
my eyes. Calming and cool rose a breeze from an ocean, translucent water rolled on to silver beach. 
Fee and her friends arrived through an oneiric mist. The night in their world is always dark for 
these crepuscular creatures. They said that I was chosen to see their world. They want me to pro-
claim the message to all in my world. There is another world, another life force, calling for our 
attention. I will proclaim their message.
 I spoke with my sister today, for a few moments I was frightened. She was saying that 
there are new worlds to discover and that magic creatures were speaking with her. She said 
that Fee told her to inform me of this “other world.” Her eyes became effervescent and beau-
tiful as she spoke; like they used to be. Her voice was hurried and, yet, spoke with a vibrancy 
that radiated through the walls. She became so convincing, so strong. 
 I believed her.
 That was when the doctors entered. I believe she heard me. She was clutching the 
locket as they dragged her away. 
 They gave her shots and pills to calm her down. Her beauty changed. She became a 
vision of anger and frustration, hair wild and frayed, voice no longer vibrant, but hoarse. She 
was a warrior among the enemy, in her mind. She bit the man until he bled and let her go, 
running down the hall, I followed.
 She knows I speak the truth, she follows me. I will show her the way to the other world. 
Fee is guiding me. We are running through these bleak walls, knocking people out of the way. I 
hear her footprints behind me, soft, but purposeful. The walls begin to change and Fee’s joyous 
laugh rings through. A little more, a little more and we will be there. A rock in the forest opens to
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expose a blinding light.
 My sister bursts through the door to the roof opening and I call after her. Doesn’t she 
see the edge? Doesn’t she know that this leads to the pavement below? The light from the sun 
heats my face as I run through. She is heading to the edge.
 I can feel the wind of the ocean and the moonlight from the other world.
 She is getting too close for my comfort; I reach for her to pull her back.
 Fee screams, a demon has caught my dress, yanking me back to the hell I once endured. 
She tells me to attack.
 I fight with my sister, rain begins to fall. The struggle wears me out, but I will not let 
her fall.
 The rain begins to fall; my chance to break free has arrived. Fee warns me, “This demon 
murdered your sister.” The demon has fallen under the slick rocks. I kick it, that’s what you deserve 
for hurting my sister.
 The gravel is too slippery and I lose my grip, I see her sprint to the edge.
 I can see my escape; the cliff that carries me to the ocean. I jump...
  She jumps. I have let her go, the doctors rush behind me and look
over the edge. Tears blend with rain on my cheeks. I hold the locket in my hand, a remem-
brance of her. She left for another world.
 The ocean stings, falling from so high up, yet I can feel Fee’s soothing voice as I cross the 
ridge between worlds. A harmonious song from the wind echoes. Relief washes clean my past life; I 
am home.
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Sanity
Alyssa Fine

Some days I need to talk. 
Not to people. 
Just to myself. 
Talking and writing with myself 
Organizes all the stuff that’s been happening. 
It’s like a chart, but in my mind. 
Writing is more permanent. 
Doesn’t the ability to write your thoughts down 
Completely amaze you? 
The entire essence of your being 
Can be boiled down and contained 
In a few ink strokes on paper. 
Your ideas and emotions are caught up and 
Channeled into your hand motions 
Until they find that they belong on the paper. 
I find myself writing when I’m overwhelmed. 
I need a way to keep things straight. 
Generally, it’s a stream of consciousness. 
My thoughts are random and loosely connected. 
But after I put down my pencil, 
Everything becomes more clear. 
It’s like the settling of a rush of muddy water. 
I write and don’t hear anything around me. 
Then everything is still again. 
Amazing. 
And always the idea: 
How wonderful it is that I can express myself, 
Even if no one listens. 
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Birthplace Of Life
Winner, Staff Choice For Visual Art

Sergei Izvorean
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One Year
Allison Arnfield

He kissed me when he left that day

To fight in that senseless war

Knowing well he wouldn’t return,

He went off to join his corps

I turned my eyes to see the door

My heart knew before my head

It had almost been one whole year

Every inch of me filled with dread

But you were right when you told me

That I would see you once more

You were buried in uniform

That you wore the year before
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The Vision
Alexis Joseph
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Shy
Jessica Uniatowski

Sitting in the back of the class without a sound 

Never one to raise my hand

I guess I can’t take the attention

My bashfulness I will not mention

I hope I don’t get called on soon

I’ll get red and stutter like a buffoon

I get so nervous and worried 

If I mess up will they all laugh

In their giggles I’ll drown…
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Busy Bee
Julie Suchy
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Curt Ryan
 Kelly Krznaric

 Sitting at the bar I go to every night, I noticed her. She was laughing with a group of 
people that she seemed to know, two girls and three guys. None of them seemed to be dating 
by the obvious flirtation of the group. She has blond hair down to the middle of her back.  
Her hair was wild and curly. Her eyes were so green that I could see them from where I was, 
which was two tables and three bar stools away. I continued to watch her for a moment, and 
then, as though she felt me, she looked directly at me. I was embarrassed; I hadn’t realized 
how obvious I was being. I chugged the rest of my Budweiser and decided to get ballsy. 
 As I started towards her, she noticed me and gave me a smile. Then, this guy came 
out of nowhere and plowed into me knocking me off my feet. He was drunk and headed 
towards her.  Her smile turned to a look that I had seen before, so long ago. This guy grabbed 
her by the arm. She didn’t resist, but gave into him. Her friends watched her go. No one said 
a word to the guy.  
 I started to leave when one of her girlfriends who noticed me, noticing her, walked 
up to me.
 “Don’t get in the middle of them, you don’t even know her, and you will make it 
worse.”
 I looked at her and said nothing. Who did this short brunette with a pudgy face 
think she was to tell me anything? I walked outside and saw them arguing. When I started to 
approach them, the guy backhanded her and started to leave. I looked at her; she looked at 
me and smiled sadly again. She then got in his car and left. Marty came out of the bar look-
ing for something. 
 “Hey, where did my sister go, didn’t she come out here?” No crap, that was Marty’s 
sister, Sam!?
 “She left with some guy, in a green 88 Mustang. Know who he is?”
 “Yeah, that jerk is her ex. He is a piece of crap! He works for the government or 
something.” Marty looked pissed. “I can’t believe she left with him, what an idiot!”
 “Yeah, that’s what I thought, especially after he hit her!”
 What do you mean? With the car?” Poor Marty, he is so dense sometimes.
 “No, with his hand.” As soon as I said this, Marty had a look come over his face I 
have never seen before, and I have seen Marty pretty upset. I met Marty a couple years back 
in a bar fight. I was getting my butt kicked when he came over and laid the guy out. Marty 
is pretty tough, but stupid. He came back out; the pudgy girl followed him that told me to 
leave Sam alone.
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 “Sam is a grown woman, Marty.  Let her make her own mind up.”  
 “Shut up Jackie! You need to mind your business right NOW! You coming Curt?” 
I followed Marty into his car, and we left the bar. Marty didn’t say a word. He must have 
known where they would be because 30 minutes later, we were at the Motel 6. Sure enough, 
there was the green Mustang. How did Marty know exactly where to go? Maybe he has had 
to come here before. As soon as I opened the car door, I heard screaming. It was a woman.  
Was it Sam? Why did I feel so connected to her? Marty went towards the screams. He was 
running. I followed right behind. We got to the room. Room number 117. He tried to open 
the door. It was locked. The creams stopped. He wiggled the knob again and slammed into 
the door.  Still, it would not budge. Marty started to kick the door, one, two, three times, 
finally the door flew open. Marty walked in. I walked in and couldn’t believe my eyes. There 
was blood everywhere, on the floor, on the bed. I walked further into the room and saw Mar-
ty starring down at something beside the bed. I couldn’t bear to look, but I had to. There, 
that beautiful blond who had so much life in her eyes just an hour ago, now looked, well…
not like Sam. It wasn’t her. This woman had blue eyes. I know this because that was all you 
could see besides the blood. I couldn’t stand this sight, not ever again. Marty left the bloody 
corpse to look for Sam. She wasn’t anywhere.
 “Curt, this guy got my baby sister. I have to find him.” Just then, I heard the Mus-
tang speed off.
 “We need to get out of here quick, especially with all the screaming that took place!”  
I ran to the car, following Marty. As Marty was fumbling to start the car, a police car arrived.  
The police got here fast. Someone must have called them before we even got here. The officer 
walked over, face down. I could see his badge. It said Jeff Hodgkins. Then, he looked up.
 “Where do you think you boys are going?” I couldn’t believe it. It was the guy who 
hit Sam. He was starring directly at Marty, with the sort of grin that made you cringe.
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Kaufmann’s Clock At Macy’s
Winner, Editor’s Choice For Best Staff/Faculty Submission 

Dr. Russ Ciolli
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Time
Le Sans L. Ramsey

What time is it?
We ask that quite often
Almost everyday
Do you have the time?
When do we ever have it?
We sit timing things
I guess it’s a race we gotta cross
How much time do you have?
Have we ever weighed it?
Lost time…
Feels like procrastination
While gained time…
Feels like relaxation
But having too much time
Causes boredom & lack of excitement
We watch idle time
& wonder if it’ll every move
We no longer have anytime…
Was it ours to begin with?
Watch the time
It was here before us, & it’ll be there after us
When it’s time to go Home
We question how we R.S.V.P.’ed
It was their time to go
We question why and say no
Timely manner
Is unpredictable etiquette
But when time stands still
You’re lost & can’t seemed to be found
When time passes you by…
We’ll kid you missed that bus
You’re lost without a home & a prayer, maybe
Your soul feels empty as you’re stuck in limbo
All up until someone pulls you back & says…

What time is it?
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In Literary Years 

Alyssa Fine

The greatest stories have already found— 
Through poets’ pens in books so tightly bound,
Past critical analyses and all
Those folks whose scopes of reasoning were small—
Their ways to pleasant dens, propped upon hearths,
Read o’er and o’er, quite memorized by hearts
That long to transcend time and space and age
By relishing each word, then turning page,
Immersing once again their souls and minds
In vast adventures, slowing scanning lines.

I’ve read such fantasies and lofty lore.
But of one matter, I am never sure.
From where does inspiration truly come?
I’ve asked this question many times and some
Have said the greatest tales of far-off used
To come to man in dreams, offered by muse.
Sweet stories full of life and death and loss
Flowed freely from the spirits at no cost.
But that was long ago in days of old,
Before the greatest stories had been told 
In countless different styles, forms, and ways—
To mention each would take ten thousand days.
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We feel compelled to reduce and reuse,
Recycling older themes to better suit
The hustling, bustling needs of modern men,
Assuming false each word that springs from pen
Is new and intricate with flashy twist
That maybe apart sets it from the rest.
Perhaps the characters have now been born
Another place, or taken different form.
But surely you’ve all heard of archetypes.
These self-same characters have breathed new life!
This means that our dear blood and sweat and tears
Are all for naught, in literary years.
Our greatest works, exposed, will come undone
As tales that have existed beneath Sun,
It seems, in times before there were at all
Enlightened minds to answer the faint calls
Of muses with bright voices full of mirth
And hopes of sharing stories with their Earth.

So, who am I to be so brazen-bold,
Believing in my small mind that I could
Bring entertainment in some way to soothe
With silly words imparted from my youth?
I’m saying something that’s already been
Thought up somewhere in someone else’s head.
You’ve heard it all before; I must repent
This time I’ve wasted crying my lament.
As history repeats, so I’ve been told:
Remember, each new tale is ages old.
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Windowscape
Dr. Russ Ciolli
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I Have To Start Somewhere
Diontae Scott

As I sit here thinking of what to write

I noticed the sun setting into the night

Been up all day with nothing to show

Hoping somehow this pen will flow

Considering thoughts that are in my mind

I focus myself so that I can unwind

And from a place where only I can dream

I’ve now been inspired to write great things
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Control
Allison Arnfield

What am I to you?

A trophy, a picture perfect piece of

Moderately attractive accomplishment?

You are poison no antidote would cure.

You are overwhelming

Crushing lungs, crowding senses

Until I can longer see the future

My future

One that doesn’t include you except

For a passing memory of the bad times

I will forget you.

It will hurt.

But I won’t be in pain.
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The Maze
Bianca Hooper
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Free To Live In You
Ashley Harper

I used to try to imagine that I didn’t miss
the smile that traces your kiss
used to pretend
that I’m not at the whim
of the moments I reminisced
on a something called us
I try to act like
I didn’t get lost in you in a month of Sundays at a time
trapped in what lies
in the promise of your words
that rise
to the mist in your eyes
one twinkle in a genuine tear can relieve my wrongs
while I sing the songs
of your soul
have you ever had a love session
in the deepest, darkest remote
corner of heaven
where the slightest touch is pleasant
experience the world’s neglect so sweet
that leaves you and me
alone in a peace of spiritual ecstasy
please free me
from the fear of my mind
to a place where every word in my melody
is a tribute to my heart’s soliloquy
of the love you give
let’s live joyous and righteous
in sin
as I feed off what you are
away so far
in a place where we’ll never be 
apart
ten clouds minus one
we sit perched
viewing the Earth
from our celestial view
Where You Inspire Me To Just Be and Live in You!
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Beautiful Blue Sky,
Rural Pennsylvania

Omar Al-Hashimi
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Life Has Better Days
Le Sans L. Ramsey

Life has better days
I’ve seen them in the thick of May
Raining down, like a two time delay
Always causin dismay

Life has better days
Putting my life in disarray
Making me wish that I could see the light of day
Wishing that I had go down to that bay
And maybe just maybe, had a lil fun and played

Life has better days
Especially when ur sad and people ask “Are you O-kay?”
To man what’s the drag? I cant deal with this today
Watch the white clouds slowly turn to gray
Uhmmm, how I wish I could stay

Life has better days
When you’re smiling, feeling good, happy and gay
But then a tragicomedy hits and you wish there was another way
Hmmph, it makes me think back to when you use to carry my lunch tray
Oh, how I wish we could go back to yesterday

Life has better days
When you knew that pay-day
Was each and every Friday
But you would ultimately say
Gosh I hate Mondays

Life has better days
When someone close to you says I must be on my-way
You dread those words and ask them to take another Holiday
Becoz we still have got...so much more love to spray
Why is that the best of things always goes away?
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Life has better days
Especially when you were young and all that in your heyday
Where you were Spry and Young and only had a handful of Birthdays
Times where you smiles and laughed, that was almost everyday
Matter of fact...it was a Tuesday

Life has better days
We never wish harm on those we love, even if it was Black Friday
But are we ever going to be ready for Dooms-day?
Let alone....a Double day?
Makes you wish you could change the present-day

Life has better days
From the morning you wake up and say “Good Morning, Dear”
To the evenings, where you kissed my forehead
But no one knows what lurks in me now....mmm Fear
Makes me wish you weren’t really dead

Life has better days
So many things, to say, that never got said
So many I love yous, to this day, that no one will hear
But now, we better watch how we tread
Coz soon enough...we’ll all soon, just disappear

Life has better days
But dont fret none, my love
Someday, somewhere will get back together
And it’ll be beautiful as a pretty white dove
And like I said, dont worry, becoz I shall be your cherisher

Life has better days
Hmm, yes—I’ve seen them from here to May
Just like always, causin me dismay
Like a summer rain, fading down—delayed

But the next question is...
How do I start, and move on from this Day?

I guess it is true...

Life has HAD better days.
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A Sign Of Fall
Julie Suchy
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As Seasons Pass Us By
Bianca Hooper

I try so hard to reach your heart, but when I’m nearly there you disappear into the adversi-
ties within the year, as the seasons pass my rainy tears. You withdrew from my arms, and did 
not cease to escape, leaving my heart to fall apart, on a cold winter day. But I remember back 
in August as the seasons passed us by, the butterflies began to rise, you said, “you’ll never 
say good bye,” you looked right into my eyes, and told me such a great bold lie, and when 
October passed us by I was so happy we sustained. You were my pride and all my joy, you 
gave your heart, but I gave more, and in the middle of this journey you left me lonely and 
deplored. I reminisce when we had more, before October lapsed my world and gave me tears, 
Nov. 1st as winter’s air froze up my love. And now December hurts the worst, when I’m 
alone, all by myself. Your arms created at this length to hold me tight, not anyone else, and 
when I cried you left my side, you disappeared into the seasons, leaving me with not one rea-
son why you left me so depleted. Now I wish upon the stars to bring you back into my arms. 
Sometimes I wish that I could jump, and soar calmly through the sky, fly through the clouds 
that fog my mind, and through the showers that make me cry. Sometimes I wish melanchol-
ies would fall, as harmony takes in my all, embracing me with home sweet arms, as I decline 
from drama’s claws, into the peace that knows of all, into your love; your loving arms.
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Pipes
Jeff Morris
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Guitar Silhouette
Zach Schmidt
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Blossom
Christian Lei
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Bouquet Of Roses
Angelique Burgos

The red rose for love, the white for passion. My heart gives to you in an orderly fashion. 

The yellow for friendship and pink for happiness, my spirit sees you and immediately dances. 

My heart gives you this bouquet in a very special way. 

I cut all the thorns away to avoid any pain, but the leaves remain. 

I hold you very close and try to get an extra dose, of the love you produce. 

It tastes like the sweetest of juices. 

I love you from the top to bottom, inside and out. 

You are my world and all that I need. 

Never want to lose you, so I’ll do what it takes to please you.
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Abandoned House
Jenna Tyzinski
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It’s Just A House
Glenn J. Beech

It is just a house but:

It is where I would watch Nonna:
•	 In	the	cellar	making	homemade	ravioli	and	gnocchi;
•	 Sit	at	the	kitchen	table	writing	letters	to	Italy;
•	 Sit	in	the	sun	parlor	enjoying	the	warmth	of	the	sun	on	a	cold	winter	day;
•	 Gently	tending	her	massive	garden.

It is where I would watch Nonno;
•	 In	his	workshop	make	a	new	pair	of	shoes;
•	 Set	up	the	wine	press	preparing	to	press	the	fermenting	grapes;
•	 Stoke	the	red	hot	coals	of	the	old,	coal-fired	furnace;	
•	 Sit	in	the	living	room,	whiling	away	his	day,	amid	layers	of	smoke	from	his	pipe.

It is where I would watch Nene:
•	 Clean	a	house	which	was	already	sparkling;
•	 On	Mondays	boil	the	laundry	and	then	wrestle	it	through	the	old	wringer	washer;
•	 Mourn	and	honor	her	husband	who	was	buried	in	France	during	the	Second		 	
 World War;
•	 Forgo	her	life	to	care	for	her	aging	parents.

It is where, as a boy:
•	 I	made	my	first	wooden	boat	in	Nonno’s	workshop;
•	 I	learned	how	to	develop	film	and	produce	photographic	images	in	Michael’s	dark		
 room;
•	 I	learned	the	enjoyment	of	being	a	member	of	an	immigrant	family;
•	 I	felt	the	security	of	a	family’s	love.
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It is where, as a man:
•	 I	learned	how	fragile	life	really	is;
•	 I	leaned	how	to	accept	and	respect	aging;
•	 I	realized	the	harsh	reality	of	loneliness;
•	 I	learned	the	acceptance	of	death	and	the	pain	of	having	to	let	go.

It is just a house but:

Since it is no longer in the family seeing it:
•	 Evokes	memories	both	pleasant	and	sad;
•	 Brings	a	smile	to	my	face;
•	 Brings	tears	to	my	eyes;
•	 Makes	me	wish	I	would	have	spent	more	time	there.

It may be just a house but it has, in part, made me who I am! 
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Tired Tabby
Stephen Borsch
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Untitled
Lauren Peabody
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Untitled
Amanda L. Pelco
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Bridge To Serenity
Arlene r. fAth 
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Kaanapali Beach,
Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii  

Omar Al-Hashimi



1994
Alyssa Fine

 It was a Christmas season much like any other, and I still had my childish innocence. My 
five-year-old mentality believed fully in the miracles of Christmas and was absorbed only in the 
decorating of the house and the promise of the gifts that Santa Claus would bring in just a few 
short days. The year was drawing to a close, and the Winter Break was almost upon us. School 
was yet a place for learning the ABC’s, reading about the adventures of Chicken Little, and above 
all else, creating gaudy decorations and cut-and-paste projects; the hallways were covered in 
hand-cut snowflakes sprinkled with a light dusting of silver and blue glitter. (I was never quite 
sure if the projects were for fun or a good excuse to engage the gullible students in free decorat-
ing.) Of course, nothing could compare to the thrill of the monthly school Book Orders.
 Oh, I remember it was a veritable holiday when the Book Order Forms were handed out. 
The tiny picture-filled pamphlet was always made of recycled newspaper colored in cheap ink— 
the kind of kids’ booklet that dried your fingertips and rustled in your backpack— but it was full 
of the wonders that were beyond the purchasing power of any child’s piggy bank. Generally, I 
would only scan through the catalog sighing and thinking up clever ways to convince my parents 
that their donation of $5.95 really would be beneficial to my growing-up. Do-it-yourself projects 
always drew my attention, and this year in particular, I considered Native American crafts to be 
the epitome of homemade projects. Therefore, I was quite interested in the Pocahontas-themed 
friendship bracelet kit, complete with a storybook and a coloring page. Miracle of miracles! I had 
to have it. Perhaps the jovial mood of the season was enough to persuade Mother to buy the kit 
for me, but I was not about to question her decision. I proudly marched to school with a white 
envelope stuffed with my order, handed it to my teacher, and began patiently to await the deliv-
ery date tantalizingly scheduled just the day before Winter Break. I recall counting down the days 
with an impatient fervor. To a child, Christmas never comes soon enough, but my frustration 
was compounded by my desire for the kit. Soon, though, my mind was sidetracked by the other 
joys of the season, and it was only from time to time that I remembered to look forward to the 
delivery date.
 One morning at school, somewhat unexpectedly, I found a brown paper package, a bit 
torn and dirty, on my child-sized desk. My eyes sparkled with curiosity, I’m sure, but I was not 
able to chance enough time to open the gift until after the Pledge of Allegiance was recited and 
My Country, ‘Tis of Thee was sung. I crashed into my seat as soon as the words “let freedom 
ring” were out of my mouth. Hurriedly my fingers tore through the paper until they hit the 
shiny, smooth surface of the plastic shrink-wrapped book. Nothing is more precious than a new 
toy, and I wanted to preserve that feeling for a few hours until I could have a chance to explore 
my new kit in the privacy of my own home. I slid the thin kit slowly into my desk, not wanting
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to let it go. I tried to focus on subtraction, but somehow it did not matter if Bill had seven more
apples than both Stacey and Christina combined. Instead, my mind formulated all of the won-
derful possibilities that I could make with the friendship bracelet kit. 
“I can make one for myself,” I mused, “and one for Mommy. She likes red— I saw lots of red 
thread in there. Maybe baby sister Danica will want one; she’s not too little. And Cousin Chelsea 
and Aunt Kimmy. Wow, I’m going to be very busy!”
 Daddy picked me up from school that day, but instead of heading straight home, we 
drove in the direction of his parents’ house. It wasn’t much of a surprise to me; we usually visited 
my Grandma and Grandpap Fine once or twice a week. Something was different today, though. 
Daddy was quiet in the truck. He pulled into the gravel driveway of the old house and took the 
key out of the ignition. I started to crawl over the seat to get out, but he stopped me.
 “Listen, Alyssa,” he said slowly. “You need to be very good today. Your grandma isn’t 
feeling well, so you should probably just sit with her and tell her about school and make sure she 
stays under her blankets, alright?” He patted my knees to emphasize his words. I nodded sincere-
ly to show that I understood, and he lifted me out of the tall truck, leaving my backpack trailing 
behind on the seat. I scampered up the long driveway and onto the front porch. Daddy followed 
behind and opened the heavy door to let us in.
 Once in the house, I was greeted with a hiss by Boots, Grandma’s favorite kitten whom 
she had rescued from a litter of strays. He was dusty grey with white socks on his front paws, and 
although he was cute, he was no angel. Once, when trying to pet Boots, he had clawed my bare 
arms, and when I had tried to set him down, the sharp nails had raked across my skin leaving 
white streaks tinged with red blood. Remembering, I thought twice about giving him a pet on 
the head. Instead, I raced into the kitchen to sit at “Randy Ray’s stool.” Cousin Randy had a spe-
cial green padded stool that he sat at during every family visit just because he was the oldest, so it 
was an unexpected delight to sit in his coveted seat whenever I came to visit alone.
 Daddy scuffed in, the rubber soles of his steel-toed work boots making a fla-thunk! 
noise as they scraped across the floor. He sat down at the round table in the corner of the 
kitchen, next to a stack of mail. Grandpap was also at the table, fully absorbed with the task 
of replacing the batteries in a remote control.
 “Hey, Dad, how’s it been?” Daddy asked, leaning back comfortably and crossing his 
legs.
 “Well, look what the cat drug in,” Grandpap said with a smile, looking up from his 
work.
 “No, Grandpap, Boots is too little! I walked in with Daddy. Did Grandma make any 
cookies yet this year?” I looked around the room expectantly until my eyes spied a Tupper-
ware container near the stove. I knew it had to be filled with Christmas delicacies.
 Grandpap got up stiffly and lumbered over to the countertop to retrieve the box. He 
was a large man, mostly bald, who wore thick square glasses with the corners rounded off. He
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wasn’t very worried about appearance; he was dressed in a thin white undershirt with yellowed 
underarms, and old blue work pants, although he hadn’t seen much work in more than a few 
years. He wheezed a cough and sat down again, offering the open box to me.
 “Lady Locks!” I exclaimed, reaching for one.
 “Whyn’t you grab two and take one over in the living room to your Grandma?” he of-
fered. I peered into the open doorway of the living room. I could see the lazy flashing lights of 
the television reflected on the wood paneling. I pulled out a second cookie, climbed down from 
the stool, and padded into the other room. I could hear the murmur of voices behind me as 
Daddy and Grandpap began to talk. I paid no attention; it was probably just some boring stuff 
about the latest news on 60 Minutes.
 A wave of new smells hit me as I entered the living room. Musty clothes, Vicks Vapor 
Rub, cheap perfume; all the things you might expect to encounter in a hospital. My eyes rested 
on an old couch made of thick yellow and brown plaid material, surrounded by hand-made af-
ghans in reds, whites, pinks, blues, greens, and oranges. The couch was like a throne of color, and 
in the center, Grandma was lounging. She was a tall woman weighted down with many health 
problems including diabetes. I had known her to be quite heavy during my early years from look-
ing back on old photographs, but now she was lanky and her skin seemed to hang from her arms. 
She was dressed in a flowered nightgown, worn as a housecoat. Her gray hair was pulled back 
from her gray face, which looked tired and drawn, yet a smile seemed to flicker across her thin 
lips as I approached her.
 “Hello, Angel,” she said sweetly. She held her arms out to me. “Come here, take a hold 
of my hands and help me set up straight. This old couch is hurting my back.” I tugged on her 
wrists, leaning backward and struggling, eventually helping her up after much effort. She patted 
the newly created empty space next to her, and I jumped up onto the couch to sit at her side. I 
curled up in a soft white afghan with lilac and spring green designs.
 “I brought you a Lady Lock, Grandma,” I said, holding out one of her cookies.
 “Oh! Well, thank you! Mm, these are good. Do you remember when you helped me to 
make these last Christmas?” 
 Oh, I remembered. I had lived at Grandma’s house last year, before we moved to Eliza-
beth. Grandpap used to kid with me, saying, “Don’t you know, you live in Monongahela now!” 
To which I would always reply, “Oh no, that’s not a real place, that’s a bad word!” I suppose it 
was because I thought that it was spelled with hell at the end. We finished our cookies slowly, 
savoring the icing in the middle, while I entertained Grandma with stories from my school day.
 Later on, I helped her to the kitchen where she sat down to inject her insulin. After a 
while, it was time to go home. Daddy hugged Grandma, kissed her cheek, and said goodbye to 
his dad. I gave Grandpap a big bear hug—we always squeezed tightly to see who was stronger. 
Usually, I won. I waited to say goodbye to Grandma until last. She gave me a kiss and smiled. 
“You come back soon and visit again, Sweetie,” she said. Oh, I wish I had known then, but what 
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could I have done?
 I believe it happened the week of Christmas. Perhaps even Christmas Eve, or the eve of 
that pre-holiday. Somehow, unbeknownst to me, Grandma was very ill. She was in the hospital 
for a few nights, which, looking back, explains why while I stayed home under my mother’s care 
with an earache, my father went to “church” that evening alone. I wonder if he went to visit her 
instead. I relished the extra hours at home, although sick, using the time to finish two match-
ing Colors of the Wind bracelets. I wasn’t sure to whom I would give the second one, but I was 
certain I would find someone by the end of the holidays. I don’t recall much else about that 
Christmas, except that nestled under the tree among all the other brightly wrapped gifts was a 
simple plastic shopping bag for my sister and me to share. Inside were two teddy bears with bat-
teries inside to make them sing carols. On Christmas morning, after the two of us had had our 
fun hugging the teddies and singing along, Daddy carefully took them up in his trembling hands 
and placed them in the green branches of the tangerine-scented balsam fir. They peeked out at us 
through layers of soft lights, simple decorations, and silver icicles.
 The morning of the twenty-eighth killed the holiday spirit, which had already been sick 
with worry. My Aunt Kimmy and Uncle Fred came to visit for a while. The two of them were 
in my parents’ room talking to my mother and father. I remember that they called to me from 
down the hall. I left my peach colored room for the somewhat gloomy and stagnant bedroom, lit 
by a few faded lamps. My aunt took my up on the bed and faced me. Perhaps they had chosen 
her to tell me because she was not a direct blood relative, and maybe it was easiest for her.
 “Alyssa. Your grandma loved you.” She paused for a moment. “And right now she’s 
in Heaven watching you. Do you understand?” Her eyes were bright and lined in weary red. 
I looked around and saw my father with a few tears on his cheeks. Yes, I understood. I threw 
myself down and began to sob. The hot tears soaked into the down comforter and left great dark 
spots. Mother appeared and tried to soothe me, rubbing my shoulders. Eventually, I ran from her 
touch, making a beeline for the living room. I searched high and low looking for a picture frame 
that I was certain should be on the marble windowsill. 
 “Wh-where is it?” I stammered through my heaves of tears. I stumbled onto the couch, 
swallowed by the sinking fabrics as I sorted through the photos on the window above. Finally, I 
stopped at a portrait of my grandparents together. It was a cheap Wal-Mart photo, but I clutched 
it to my heart as if my world depended on it. I retreated to my bed with the photo, crying myself 
to sleep.
 Funerals are awful things. I first entered the parlor holding my mother’s hand. Cousin 
Chelsea was there with her parents, and the two of us were immediately deposited downstairs in a 
waiting room. The leather couches squealed against our shiny shoes, and the atmosphere smelled 
of new carpet and old cigars. After an eternity, Mother finally came to take me upstairs to the 
viewing area. I could feel the gravity of the situation pressing down upon me as we approached 
the great double doors. Mother moved one aside, and before my eyes appeared a jumble of teary-
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eyed relatives and family clad in black and milling around. Some unknown folks approached and 
whispered their regrets, and after smiling mechanically, we moved on. The sea of people seemed 
to shift nervously to allow us through.
 The far end of the room looked like an arboretum filled with sleepy flowers. In the cen-
ter, a long low casket was perched upon a table. Daddy saw our slow approach from a circle of 
family. He promptly excused himself and was at our side. He took my hand and drew me to the 
coffin. I was too short to see inside, so I had to stand on the area for kneeling and praying. In a 
moment, I was face to face with my grandmother, my Grandma Fine. Her tired gray face was re-
laxed and softened by the light reflected from the satin lining of her bed. Her limp hair had been 
curled and laid carefully on a tiny pillow. Her hands rested on a matching blanket that covered 
her best church clothes. Altogether, she appeared to be sleeping. I reached out to touch her hand, 
but recoiled from its deathly chill. A few tears sprang to my eyes.
 “It’s time to say goodbye,” I heard Daddy whisper. I could hear him choking up as well.
 “Can I just have a minute?” I asked. “There’s something I need to give her.” Daddy nod-
ded and took a step back to stand by Mother’s side. I reached into my pocket and took out a 
small mass of twisted thread. Straightening the tangled mess, I fastened my favorite Colors of the 
Winds bracelet around my grandmother’s wrist. I almost thought I saw her smile as I patted her 
hand.
 “Goodbye. I’ll miss you, Grandma, but we’ll always be friends,” I managed to squeak 
through my sore throat, tight from holding back another wave of crying. It was clear to my heart 
that I would always have her love each Christmas, watching over me from amidst the branches 
of our tree, and now she would forever have mine. I turned around to face my parents. I gripped 
their hands and stepped down from the raised casket. 
 “Okay, I’m ready,” I breathed, and together we left the room.
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Unchained
Richard T. Knapick
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Crow Song
Dr. Russ Ciolli
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Landscape
Brian McCann
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Predictable
Winner, The Chancellor’s Prize For Best Literary Art

Adam J. Howells

 “Can I help you?” I ask. The lady looks nice enough, but looks are deceiving in my 
line of work. She lays a hardback book on the counter and pulls her library card out of her 
purse.
 I bring up her account and discover a fifteen-cent fine. Not that big of a deal, right? 
A normal, law-abiding patron of the public library system wouldn’t think so. But I’ve got this 
lady clocked. She’s not a regular. I haven’t seen her face before and that’s not a good thing. 
You see, there are three types of patrons that ring up fines:
 1) The avid reader of anything on the New York Times bestsellers list. They check out 
at least ten books every time they grace us with their presence and don’t bring them back un-
til they’re done. They graciously pay me because, after all, it’s cheaper then buying the damn 
things and they like to donate to an underfunded organization. I love these people.
 2) The video patrons who use the library as a free video store. Problem is, fines on 
videos are a dollar a day and they cannot be dropped in the overnight box outside. Somehow, 
through some scientific loophole, these people find the time to check the movies out, but not 
to bring them back. Then they complain that it’s because we close too early and should have 
a drop box that deposits the videos into the library itself—you know, like a video store.
 3) The occasional reader who believes that reading a shitty Danielle Steel novel over 
holidays is something intellectually productive. They never finish the book in time (they 
usually get 3 weeks, with another 3 week renewal) and then complain about the hefty fifteen-
cent per day fine.
  So you can guess which category this lady falls under.
  I’m going to tell her she has a small fine and she’s going to change her facial expres-
sion into one of complete and utter disgust, and sigh.
 “Ma’am, you have a fifteen-cent fine.”
 The facial expression ensues. The sigh happens. She’s going to tell me that she doesn’t 
understand.
 “I don’t understand how this keeps happening.” 
 What does this mean? How can one not understand something like this? I constantly 
question how these people dress themselves in the morning.
 “Well Ma’am, it was due yesterday and you brought it back today.”
 “That’s not what the receipt said.” 
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 “Do you have the receipt?”
 “I know what it said. Are you calling me a liar?”
 “Not at all Ma’am. But unfortunately I can’t do anything without the receipt.” 
 Another sigh. “Fine.” 
 She pulls fifteen-cents out of her wallet and practically throws the change at me. I 
ring her up and wish her a nice day to which she responds with hateful silence.
 “Can I help you?” I ask the girl that was waiting behind her who is staring stupidly 
at the front cover of a reference book. She’s going to ask me what it’s about and I’m going to 
point out that there’s a summary on the back of it like most paperback books have.
 “What’s this book about?”
 You can fill in the blanks for yourself. She goes on her merry way.
 “Can I help you?” I ask the elderly gentleman that was waiting behind her.
 “Yes. Just returning these video tapes.”
 I check them in and each one has a fine. They’ve been checked out to this guy for 
over a year. I bring up the account and find a two hundred twenty-dollar fine waiting there.
 “Um, sir, you have a rather large fine,” I say. You see, you can’t ever start off with “sir, 
you owe us a shit-load of money” because the patron gets uppity. The man is going to ask 
how much it is and I’m going to read him off each individual fine while horror spreads across 
his face. Then he’s going to ask me what it all adds up to and I’m going tell him and he’s go-
ing to do one of two things:
 1) Run.
 2) Tell me that it’s impossible and then verbally abuse me when I don’t void the fine.
 God, I need a new job.
 “Oh, I know,” he says. “How much is it?”
 I read off each individual fine and wait for the horror to spread across his face. To my 
confusion, it doesn’t appear.
 “So that adds up to—?” he asks.
 I clear my throat. “Um. Two hundred and twenty dollars.”
 “Okay,” he says, and pulls out his wallet.
 Okay? Wait, what? He’s going to pay it? No one ever pays these types of fines, at least 
not without a fight. I stand there looking stupid with my jaw wide-open.
 “Yikes,” he says, counting his bills. “I’m sorry about this, but I’m afraid I’m about five 
dollars short. Can I get that to you later, son?”
 I take what he has. “N-no worries, sir. You’ve paid enough as it is.”
 “You’re sure?”
 I nod. “No problem.”
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 He puts his hand on mine, and leans in to whisper as if what I’m doing is a federal of-
fence. “You’re a good kid. Thank you.”“No, thank you.” I think about adding, “for not being 
a jackass,” but decide against it.
 I deposit the money into the cash register and throw the man’s returned movies onto 
a cart to be re-shelved. As I do so, I notice the titles: “Coping with Old Age;” “Did You 
Forget Something? Facing Alzheimer’s Disease With Dignity and Grace;” “How to Handle 
Alzheimer’s;” and “How to Say Goodbye to Your Family Before the Onset of Alzheimer’s.”
 Wow. I cannot believe I just charged this man for these tapes. Who’s the jackass now?
 “Excuse me, what’s this book about?” I look up to see the girl from before at the 
counter. “I’m sorry to keep asking, but for some reason they don’t put the summaries on 
some of these in brail.”       
 Make that “King Jackass.”

Reflection
Brian McCann
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Fullpipe
Winner, The Chancellor’s Prize For Best Visual Art

Jeff Morris
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What Would We Do Without You?
— for the Penn State Greater Allegheny staff,

Staff Appreciation Day, Spring, 2009

Dr. Mildred Mickle

When our trains get off track
You engineer creative ways back
With a smile, a reminder email, a well-placed whack on a copier or computer, 
An anecdote that gives a historical perspective, or common sense logistics
That make our mission to graduate productive citizens a reality.
You reach out and bring students into our fold
And help those absent-minded professors who are overextended yet again.
You keep us safe
Lock out violence, vandals, and the visible idiocy 
Of disruptive and disrespectful individuals
And still find time to teach a mechanical jinx
The staple function on a copier machine.
You keep us clean
Shrug at the impermanence of things
And smile as we walk gingerly 
Over the floor as you’re mopping.
You salt the way so that we don’t slip
Shovel the snow
Empty the trash, mow the grass
Keep the heat and air running, wash the black
Boards in the classrooms so our chalk can talk
And we can think critically and converse
About how meter informs the meaning of verse
About lessons yet unlearned
About the economic tsunamis we face
The hypocrisy of a democracy founded on slavery, 
The repetition of wars and recessions,
The foreign verb conjugations
The method of music
The calculations and derivations of numbers and human manipulations,
The anatomy of living creatures,
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The chemical equations that allow us to breathe,
And, yes, the celebration of a nation finally electing a black president.
You feed us, and more importantly keep the coffee hot
So we can keep going.
You are the eye in our everyday hurricanes.
You meet entropy with grace
And push it back each day
You are the gage that tells us the state of our union
And we just want to say
That we appreciate your dedication.

Nittany Lion
Jenna Tyzinski
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Consumerism
Sergei Izvorean
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It’s Your Wedding Day
Glenn J. Beech

November 22, 2008

I have been driving to occupy my time,

Though, more so to occupy my mind.

Yet, I am flooded with memories of you as a little girl and I am overwhelmed with emotion.

The road before me is blurred as tears well up in my eyes,

However, the road before me is clear, it is the road of life.

In a few hours, I will walk you down the aisle to “give” you away!

I have always known this day would arrive,

Yet, did it have to come so soon?

Wasn’t it yesterday:
 We planted that rosebush?

We walked hand in hand in the park?

I stood beside you telling you, you no longer needed training wheels?

We worked on the butterfly box as a science project?

The time has passed so quickly and before my eyes, you have matured into a beautiful, confident, and  
 talented woman.

No longer will I be the one you come to for advice or when something frightens you.  Another man   
 has taken my place. 

How I long for those days.
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Nevertheless, the road of life does not go backward it goes forward.

As you journey down this new road with your husband, my hope is that the both of you   
 look down the road together, not only at each other.  Always remember those positive  
 things which brought you together and focus on the positive goals to achieve    
 as a couple.

Now submissively I return home to physically and emotionally get ready for your Wedding   
 Day!

Noor Islamic Cultural Center,
Columbus, Oh

Omar Al-Hashimi
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Red
Sofiya Mozley
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Blue River, CO
Evan Jarusewski
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Nymphenburg Palace Pond,
Munich, Germany

Omar Al-Hashimi
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Tiptoe
Allison Arnfield

Tiptoe
Mince words
Don’t shout
Tear out
Heartbreak
 Eye ache
Bruise black
…Come back
Fake smile
For awhile
Silent tears
Hidden fears

Tiptoe
Oh no
Marry me?
Bury me. 
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Never Forgotten
Rachel Popovich
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Trains On Track
Jenna Tyzinski
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The Gravel Track
Dawn Loy

Hearing my feet hit the gravel 
With each step I take

Round the circular path that I travel
Silence except for the sound of my breath

My heart is pounding in my chest
Only a few more laps left

I am left alone with my thoughts
Each step I take 
And each breath

I feel stronger
Running gives me my strength

Strength to confront my feelings
…My fears

…My mistakes
…My regrets

…Myself
Thinking to myself I wonder
How will I fix the problems?

Will I get the courage to confront my fears?
Or my feelings?

With frustration I push myself harder
The pounding in my chest grows stronger
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The Wind That Day 
Alyssa Fine

The sky was iron grey and cold,
And snow was all around.
When suddenly there came a wind
That blew us to the ground.

And we three kids, with no regard
For Old Man Winter’s wrath,
Jumped to our feet, returned to sleds,
And hardly felt the draft.

The wind was strong enough that day
(It may seem strange, but true!)
To blow us backwards, up the hill,
And kill our cheerful mood.

Like punished dogs, we tucked our tails
And bone-chilled made for home.
We sipped new warmth from cocoa mugs
While Old Man Winter groaned. 
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Winter
Alyssa Fine

It’s winter in the countryside.
Trees cast aside their golden veils
For soft snow cloaks in which to hide
From frosty winds and chilly gales.

I’ve wakened to a world so bright
That my young eyes can scarcely view.
I slip on mittens, bundling tight.
Has Mother seen my second shoe?

The door swings outward on its hinge
And I am awestruck by the sight.
A stray wind ruffles my scarf ’s fringe.
I plunge into a land of white…
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Lost and Found
Jessica Uniatowski

I’m a day dreamer lost in a fake reality 
Purple is all that’s known to me

I’m an optimist seeing only the bright side
Orange is the color of my mind’s eye

Things seem so good they much be a dream.
Life can’t be as easy as it seems
Yet I continue to look up
Always seeing the full side of the cup
Never at a loss of luck

Walking on clouds
Things seem make believe
Reaching the high goals
I set to achieve

Things won’t be easy
May get dark
But there’s always that
Light in my heart 
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Perspective
Arlene R. Fath
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Untitled
Amanda Schrott
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When The Sky Was Aglow
Glenn J. Beech

Living in the Mon Valley whether it was spring, summer, fall or winter when I looked up,   
 and the evening sky was aglow, there was warmth in my soul.

It was a time when:
There was work for everyone; 
There were new cars on the street;
There were crowds on Fifth Avenue;
There was hope for a better future;
Children felt secure in their home;
Life was full.
 
There was the belief the great society would only get better!

Now the air is clean and the glow has long been extinguished:
There is meaningless employment;
There are dilapidated cars;
There is despair on the streets;
There is no industry providing hope;
There are abandoned houses;
Youthful dreams are empty

Still living in the Mon Valley whether it is spring, summer, fall or winter when I now look up  
 into the evening sky my soul wishes it was elsewhere!

How can the great society give way to such a great disaster?
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The Road Lives Here, Too
Alyssa Fine

 I am not a wanderer or a traveler. I cannot boast of exotic places that I have visited. I am a 
simple girl. I fall in love with detail through patient musings. Yet, like most everyone, I’ve spent time 
in a car—hours, sometimes—traveling to the beach or to Grandma’s house or to the eye specialist on 
the other side of the city or what have you. In my tiny sliver of known world, plain or diverse as it 
may be, there is one vital element interconnecting everything, criss-crossing back and forth, pulsating 
with busy folks. The road. It’s alive. Millions of miles of pavement dance across this world, and we 
think nothing of it. Yet, look closely. It is a means of transport; without it, the world would still be 
in the Dark Ages. This same road provides direction, both physical and spiritual; the road has been at 
the center of metaphors and allegories for centuries. But above all else, the road gives an address. We 
define ourselves by where we are. Yes, even though I am at home, the road lives here, too. 
 I cannot say much about highways. Mostly, their drawn out monotony puts me to sleep. 
On the surface, they are all frighteningly similar and distant. Cold, concrete cloverleaves twist and 
connect without meaning. Everywhere, the same shopping malls and rest stops, tiny bits of life in 
the middle of nowhere. The only thing that gives meaning to miles of empty commercial land is the 
concept of the road itself. It is a main artery for busy blood. It brings life to tired land by creating 
a reason for the land to be used. Although we travel on highways every day, have you ever stopped 
dead on one? I always think of a hot summer day and cars piled at a halt under a red light. I look 
about to a sea of strangers in sunglasses, fixing their hair, talking on cell phones, lazily lounging. The 
senses; blaring music, the choking stench of exhaust fumes, the glare of sunshine. I feel so alone in the 
enormous crowd. I know no one. What does the road think? Perhaps not a lot, because although the 
people are different, it is the same scene day after day. The road sees us, but how often do we truly see 
the road? Some streets have captured my attention. In high school, my bus used to stop each day on 
Route 51. Out of the windows in the dark mornings, far from a stoplight, I could see the road from a 
different perspective. It is not solid and flat like asphalt. It is ridged and creased. Deep pockmarks- the 
remnants of snow, ice, and salt—cover it in a complex pattern. Tiny pebbles are lodged in the inden-
tations, and the cement has imperfections to make it beautiful. So beautiful. 
 The road is alive! I feel it. I am not a Deist, but I find nature to be pure and inspiring. Per-
haps this is why I have come to love Ridge Road so very much. My dear home, isolated in a hidden 
rural plot far away and high above the bustle of the city, Oh, Ridge! You are the seasons! In Spring, 
you are cool and placid. Sometimes on walks I pick daffodils along your length. Rock chips scuttle 
beneath my sneakers until I dare to wear flip-flops to be closer to you. The birds titter back and forth 
in the trees; the sky is azure with puffy cotton ball clouds. Lilacs! The emergence of slight green leaves 
and dusty purple blooms. Spring is only the beginning. 
 Summer is like a lazy brass trombone. The sun blares and bakes the road until the black tar 
oozes up and out, leaving great soft patches where the stones have been swallowed. Bare feet prance 
from cool areas in the shade to islands of semi-solid tar and worn stones to find relief from the prickly
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chips. The road chirps with cicadas that grow eerily silent as ominous thunder booms in the distance. 
After the rains come, I pedal down the road to watch the yearly procession of tent caterpillars as they 
march across from one side to the other. They aren’t afraid of my bicycle and the danger of squishy 
green death. 
 In Fall, Ridge shrinks away slowly. What once was hot and sun-baked is now cooling to 
warm and then frigid. My bare feet wince away from the shocking cold of the damp stones. They 
have been sucked of their warmth. Shadows dance along the road, but bit by awful bit, they recede 
as leaves flutter downward and collect on the banks. No sun keeps the road company. Clouds drift 
overhead and settle in for the season. Ridge is lonely at this time of year, as it says goodbye to Indian 
Summer. The crows call, echoing from the fields, and the road sighs because no one will be near to it 
during this long season. 
 Winter is quiet, so quiet. Ridge is empty, cold and gray. It listens to the world, half expecting 
the padding of bare feet and the rhythmic slap of a beaded jump rope, but there is nothing. Eventu-
ally, the frozen empty straining causes the road to crack and crumble. What happens next never ceases 
to amaze me. Heavy trucks grind salt into Ridge’s wounds, and then the snow falls. Although there is 
no sound, it is not the painful stressed silence. Instead, it is the muffled whisper of fat flakes drifting 
to the earth. It is only a good snow when the road is covered, a perfect strip of white winding far off 
into the distance. Every step onto the snow-swallowed road makes the same tiny squeak that comes 
from tearing apart a cotton ball. When the snow melts, the spell is broken and Ridge is released from 
its suspended animation. In time, the white is forgotten, and the weather clears. The storm clouds 
scurry away, as if wiping the slate clean for Spring again. Ridge smiles as the sun penetrates the stones 
and the world warms. 
 I could go on about the road, about the seasons, about where I live. I could tell stories of 
Ridge, and all of its sister-streets: Pangburn, Lytle, Raccoon, and River Hill. But Ridge is also my 
story, and to tell it would take forever and a million years. Instead, I leave my reader with a short 
poem. It is nothing special, but it is a reminder that the road is what makes each of us who we are. It 
is where we are, and it determines what we become. Ridge is simple and patient. I’d like to think that 
I am the same way. I ask that each of us will take the time to examine the places that we have come 
from, for they can tell us the most about ourselves in insignificant yet profound ways.

Olympia, King Street, Williamsport, and Ridge,
Diverse, the named places that I have once lived.

The family has changed, indeed we all grew,
One thing remains constant—the road lives here, too.
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A Novel Life
Shaina Ott

Climbing over Mordor
Watching the Golden Compass

I’ve seen them all
O.W.L.S with Harry Potter

Dancing at Gatsby’s
I’ve hitchhiked through the galaxy

My life is an adventure
Through many worlds

From sailing with Odysseus
To What Dreams May Come

I’ve seen the sidewalk end
And I’ve felt cold blood

The world in my mind is beautiful
And frightening, all around.

I’ve met the Merchant of Venice 
And saw a friend succumb to Big Brother

But nothing can compare, 
To the life I live beyond, 

My imagination, my soul, creates.
The world is mine, it is my novel.
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Happiness...
Donald “Bishop” Weschler
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Upside Down Tree
Victoria Atkinson 
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Clouds
Victoria Atkison
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An Apology
Alyssa Fine

“Grab your coat and come with me.
I’m showing you your future - so keep up!”
In my eight-year-old mind, I’d rather spend time with my blocks,
Building skyscrapers and magnificent cities.
But it is not often that father and son spend time, so
I waggle my short legs to match his strict long stride.
Soon we are on the edge of a great limestone edifice,
The Overlook, as it might be called.
“Look around you, son, survey what is yours.”
Suddenly, I feel like Jesus, tempted by the Devil,
Offered what evil I dare not grasp.
In awe, my eyes look upon a great white city,
Lodged in a valley, covered in lights.
“The great steel structures, fashioned in blast furnaces,
Smelted by men who were brave enough to die,” says my father,
Gesturing toward the towering buildings.
Slow along the valley, the fog creeps in— 
Like cloudy fingers, grasping and pulling forth.
Beneath my feet, the limestone shifts.
I can feel it begin to crumble.
I shrink from the edge, turning about,
Clinging to my father’s leg, I steal a sideways glance.
What I see turns me to stone.
“This is the byproduct of human achievement, son.”
A barren landscape under a steel sky, 
Spotted with stunted spruce.
“Daddy, what does it mean?” I sniffle.
His hard eyes melt as he kneels close.
“At what price progress? 
One day you’ll understand wherefrom true value springs.
My hands forged this future for you,
But one day there will be hope,
And the dawning of a new era.”
He squeezes my hand and sighs.
We pick our way down the mountain through rocky terrain.
At home, looking over my miniature skyscrapers,
I feel sick with burden.
I am entrusted with the future— 
And it is bleak. 
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Palm Trees
John B. Tucker
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The Power Of A Voice
Bianca Hooper

“A text we are writing unconsciously everyday we spend on earth” – Parker J. Palmer

 Close your eyes and imagine that you were blind on a sunny and beautiful day. On 
this beautiful day, you decide to take a walk to a nearby park, so that you can relax in peace. 
While you are sitting in the park you can feel the warmth of the sun, hear the sounds of na-
ture, and smell the scent of the flowers that surround you.  You unsuccessfully try to imagine 
the beautiful day, and you know it will always remain impossible for you to clearly visualize 
the images that surround you. As you are enjoying this beautiful day in contentment, and 
accepting the fact that you cannot see it, you suddenly hear a voice falsely yell out, “it’s going 
to rain!” Hearing the bad news makes you sad, because you cannot see the indecisive look on 
the person’s face who yelled out such a false statement. In belief of this statement you walk 
home downcast, for your day at the park ended so quickly, because of a false assumption. 
 Freedom of speech is one of the greatest gifts that was given to American citizens. 
Freedom of speech allows writers like me to share their own opinions, or rather what they 
know.  Everyday Americans voice out their opinions and thoughts, however some Americans 
do not realize the responsibility that comes with voicing opinion. Opinions are one of the 
most dangerous things spoken by humans. Opinions are judgmental and vague assumptions 
that are said with confidence, and not upheld by knowledge. Americans misuse and abuse 
language, when they shout out false statements; and create absurd terminology. Everyday 
the beauty of language is being destroyed, while gluttonous Americans take advantage of the 
power of language to obtain popularity. Freedom of speech does allow Americans to voice 
their own opinions, but opinions are dangerous, for they are not knowledgeable. A voice is 
what makes a human heard, so when humans voice their opinion it should be a knowledge-
able opinion that is worthy of being heard. 
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Rainbow From Station Square
Arlene R. Fath
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Contributors’ Notes

Omar Al-Hashimi
I am going to be a junior at University Park next semester. I enjoy taking photographs of nature and 
serenity. Photography is both my escape from the world and my passion; it allows me to express my-
self and capture the outside world in unique, atypical ways.

Allison Arnfield
I will be graduating from Penn State Greater Allegheny this May with a B.A. in Applied Psychology. I 
am a member of Psi Chi, the Psych Club, and WMKP The Roar. After graduation I plan to pursue a 
career in counseling. 

Victoria Atkinson
I photograph the unusual and interesting. I like to believe the camera is the third eye that captures 
the things we normally do not see.

Glenn J. Beech
As a life long resident of the Mon-Yough Valley I write from personal experiences evolving from my 
surroundings and a strong family foundation both as a child and as an adult.

Stephen Borsch
Stephen Borsch is a Forestry Science major, with an option in Forestry Biology, at Penn State. Upon 
graduation, he wants to help the conservation effort and lessen mankind’s impact on our ecosystem. 
Barry Shield’s introduction to drawing class at Greater Allegheny inspired him to pursue art further. 
He took part in Artspace 101, in Homestead, last year, his first art exhibition. His deep respect for 
nature and Native Americans can be seen in his art.

Angelique Burgos 
I wrote this poem during a hard time in my life. I was having a few problems in my relationship and 
the poem was my way of working through them.

Dr. Russ Ciolli
Art helps us experience and share a belief, a view, a feeling, and perhaps a rhythm. As an artist I use a 
camera to explore unity in pattern and design not only in our constructed world but also in nature.

Arlene R. Fath
Philosophy of art: “I treat everything as a travelogue. In my daily life and on vacation, I look at every-
thing as if I am looking through the lens of a camera.”
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Alyssa Fine
In her 4th semester at Greater Allegheny, Alyssa Fine is majoring in Agri-Business, with an eye to run-
ning a bee-keeping business her father started as a hobby, and will be moving on to University Park 
next Fall. Her family now owns and operates an apiary. Ms. Fine is a member of the campus Honors 
program and writing has always been part of her life. Ms. Fine is just the second GA student to have 
won two Chancellor’s Prizes.

Ashley Harper
Is a student in the College of Engineering at Penn State.

Bianca Hooper
I am pursuing a major in broadcast journalism with a minor in sociology. I have two jobs on campus 
in the EOP program and I am involved in clubs such as Lion Ambassadors, Absence, C.I.A, Residence 
Hall Council, and other organizations outside of school. Thank you for selecting my works for the 
magazine; I really appreciate it. 

Adam J. Howells
AJ Howells is an English Education major in his junior year at University Park. He spent his first two 
years at Greater Allegheny and served on the editorial staff of Absence, last year as an associate editor. 
He was recently selected for a competitive teaching internship in South Dakota at the Pierre Indian 
Learning Center and is planning a career teaching English in lower-income, inner-city high schools.

Sergei Izvorean
I came to America in 2002 from Moldova, a small country that is hard to find on the map. I quickly 
adapted to the American life-style, and now I am a student at Penn State University hoping to com-
plete a bachelor’s degree in information sciences technology and possibly continue studying.

Alexis Joseph
Alexis Joseph is a freshman majoring in chemistry and absolutely loves to be artistic. She says, “Paint-
ing, picture taking, and drawing are all ways I like to express myself.”

Evan Jarusewski
I am an SRA major from Castle Rock, Colorado. My photo is taken six miles south of Breckenridge, 
CO in the Blue River area.  The photo was taken in August, 2008.

Richard T. Knapick
Spring 2008, adjacent to Main: The juxtaposition of the berries and thorns with the hoary steel of the 
chain seemed a metaphor for the dance of the seasons. 

Kelly Krznaric
At the age of 24, I have a beautiful daughter, supportive fiancé, and an inspiring family, including my 
late stepfather, Michael Bollo. My goal in life is to make a difference.
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Christian Lei
A quote by Richard Avedon: “If a day goes by without doing something related to photography, it’s as 
though I’ve neglected something essential to my existence, as though I had forgotten to wake up.”

Dawn Loy
When I was little I watched my father run many races and even complete three marathons and, 
through my admiration of him, I grew to love the art of running. I have also participated in many 
races, mostly 5ks. Anytime I have a problem, or just really stressed out about school, a nice run will 
calm me down. There is a gravel track a few blocks from my house where I like to run, where I go to 
be alone, just my thoughts and the track. I wrote this poem one day, when my geography professor 
asked the class to describe a place that is most important to us.

Brian McCann
I am finishing up my sophomore year at Greater Allegheny. My long-term goal is to earn a Ph.D. in 
political science, and to either be a college professor or to work for a global human rights NGO (like 
Amnesty International or Oxfam).

Jeff Morris
Jeff Morris originally started at the campus as a biology major. While hanging out at his favorite skate 
shop in White Oak, he realized skating was not only something he enjoyed, but also was how he 
wanted to make his living. He is now majoring in business with a management option and is a senior 
at Greater Allegheny, planning to open his own small business, a skate shop.

Dr. Mildred Mickle
Is an Assistant Professor of English at Penn State Greater Allegheny. Her research interests are African 
American poetry and speculative fiction. She has published essays on Octavia E. Butler and Lillian 
Allen and has forthcoming a book she edited on Gwendolyn Brooks and a book of essays she edited 
on Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. She is currently working on two poetry manu-
scripts.

Sofiya Mozley
Is a first-year student at Greater Allegheny and is pursing an associate’s degree in business.

Shaina Ott
I wrote my first poem in fourth grade and I have been in love with writing ever since. I enjoy creating 
my own world and bringing others in to experience it.

Lauren Peabody
Was a student last Fall at Greater Allegheny.

Amanda L. Pelco
Is a student in the Division of Undergraduate Studies at Greater Allegheny.
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Rachel Popovich
I am new to photography; however my trip abroad last summer allowed me to view the world 
through a different perspective. I hope to always be surrounded by a beautiful setting.

Lee Sans L. Ramsey
“Live for today
Becoz yesterday is over
And tomorrow may never come
Live for what you have and always make the best of it no matter what...”

Zach Schmidt
This work started out as an art project that turned into a huge fascination about different guitar 
shapes.

Amanda Schrott
Ms. Schrott wants to major in the arts, she loves film, and one day hopes to be a filmmaker.

Diontae Scott
Is a sophomore majoring in business at Greater Allegheny.

Julie Suchy
I am a sophomore at Penn State Greater Allegheny. This upcoming fall of 2009, I will be going up to 
University Park to pursue a degree in Immunology and Infectious Diseases. Personal Statement: “I 
believe that art is a doorway to self discovery.”

John B. Tucker
I am a sophomore human development and family studies major at Penn State. My long term career 
goal is to have my own counseling practice in a warmer state, like Virginia or North Carolina. 

Jenna Tyzinski
Jenna Tyzinski is a freshman. She currently is attempting to gain entry into the photography program 
at University Park in hopes to major in it with a minor in journalism. She enjoys taking photos of 
anything that catches the eye, as well as things that normally would not be found attractive.

Jessica Uniatowski
Jessica Uniatowski is from Pittsburgh, PA and loves the city. She loves to write and is so excited to 
have her works published in Absence.

Donald “Bishop” Weschler
I am a sophomore majoring in secondary education/social studies at Penn State. My ultimate career 
goal is to be a history teacher in a local high school. I like this area most of all because I was raised 
here, and there is a real need for qualified, passionate educators in our high schools.
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Teaching Latin America & the Caribbean 2008 
Student Conference Winning Entries

Latin American Beans: Right to Your 
Cup 

Cara Kemerer, Lee Marts, Lexie Chan, 
Rochon Washington, Stewart Brown

Food Security and Civil Unrest in Haiti

Ross Mickley

Using Web 2.0 for the Teaching 
International Program

Emily Blake, Cassie Clelland, Charles 
Howell, Lee Marts, Husani Thompson, 
Richard Whitney  
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Teaching Latin America & the Caribbean 2008 
Student Conference Winning Entries

Teaching International 
Promotion Video 

Eric Schleicher, Elissa Lapinski,  
Danielle Bleil, Brendan Smith,   
Tamara Brumfield, Amanda    
Boszan, Shyla Kachmarek

The 2008 Presidential Election and 
Attitudes Toward Food Security in the 
Americas and the Caribbean

Yidi Li, Stephanie Citriniti 

Dominican Times

Robin Bennett, Douglas Hodak, 
Kristin Biondo
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